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Out of 189 people who clicked the ad, 122 submitted the

form, decreasing client's overall cost per lead by

approximately 76%.

Reduced Cost

When you personalize content for a specific visitor, they are 

 more likely to return to your website when they needs

reliable information while you build a relevant and engaged

audience.

Increase MQLs and SQLs

Over the course of 30 days, client spent $854 on Facebook

Ads that returned approximately $24,200 in revenue

(commission after sale of 4 properties), that means that for 

 every $1 client spent on ads he made $36, with a 2.7% return

of investment in one campaign alone.

Positive Return On Ad Spend 

Seasoned real estate agent in Las Vegas was looking to amplify lead

generation with a maximum budget of $10 per qualified lead. Client

was previously spending $20-40 a lead with 90% of them being

unqualified leads and not converting into a sale. 

CHALLENGES

Lead generation campaigns on Facebook that generated engaging

leads in a full-funnel content stream aimed at attracting, engaging, and

converting potential buyers. over  66 qualified leads at an average of

$7 per lead in a period of 1 month.  
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At a glance

When you give visitors exactly

what they are looking for (even if

they don’t know they are looking

for it), you become the go-to

expert in your industry. And all of

this traffic ultimately leads to one

destination: more sales. 

122 $7 36:1

11,792
Impressions

10,041
Reach

189
Unique Clicks
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Channel: Facebook

Ad Type: Carousel Ads 

Ad Creative: Showcase available listings

Campaign Goal: Lead Generation

Lead Method: Facebook Instant Forms

Audience: Male and Female living in Las Vegas and Henderson, between 25-55 age.

CAMPAIGN



Once the user got interested in the home displayed in the ad clicked to learn more, they were taken to a in-Facebook form

page. All new leads were pre-qualified with a series of questions and checkpoints. In exchange for more photos and details

of the property, we requested their email addresses and full name. This strategy was not only a lead magnet so that we

could market to those people later on via email but we were also able to segment them properly and know where they were

in their buyer journey and how to properly nurture them. 

Why? 
Someone who is looking for a $350,000 home, is pre-approved, and is looking to buy in the next 30-60 days is a hot lead. As

opposed to someone who is looking for a $800k home and is just browsing. We ran different ads in different price points. 

Content is King!
Once clients were properly segmented, we started dripping email marketing campaigns with a mix of informational content

and listings in their specific price range. In these emails we would offer free ebooks about tips on getting your first home,

what are the costs associated with buying a home, and all information we knew they would be interested in if they are in-

market for buying a home. Personalizing content for a specific visitor increase click-though rate because they are more likely

to return to your website when they need reliable information about a specific topic or product. 

We started to position the client as a thought leader and build trust with new buyers from the moment they enter our funnel,

locking them in and shortening their sales cycle. After a few emails, we would start sending listings with a CTA that said “I’m

ready to start” once they clicked that button a calendar would pop up in which they would pick a date and time for a 15 min

call with the sales agent (we made sure to emphasize: no strings attached!). Everything was done online so they didn’t have

to provide their phone number, which is something that most homebuyers dislike (too many real estate agents calling them

about a property they showed interest in). One more time, we were building trust!  

Once those people would finally schedule a call with the sales agent, the majority of time they would convert into a client

because by the time they were ready to purchase, they already knew who we were and already trusted us.  
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THE STRATEGY

THE FUNNEL 


